
Pick the book(s) that
you like (up to 5).

Carry the book(s)(in your
hands, not in a bag) to the EXIT.
Scan library card and wait for
the books to be detected.

We are your innovative
technology partner 

Finish borrowed
and you are free to
leave

We set your company apart from your competitors by using
modern RFID technology

www.hkc.com.hk

2527-8822

LIBRA PICK AND GO 
SECURITY GATE

(Carry the books in your
hands, borrow books by just
walking through the gate)

NEW PRODUCT LAUNCH
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INNOVATIVE
LIBRARY 4.0

Beeping sound will be created when non borrowed items pass the gate
Whitelist and headcount feature
Integrated with books scanning and automatic check out function
Touch monitor with check out UI
Integrate with student card reader
Failure rate less than 1%
The system has remote diagnosis and monitoring functions
Can read UHF RFID tags across single spectrum for various brands
Supports both online and offline working modes with switching process
Supports Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)

Features : 

Benefit

+123-456-7890

Size:
510mm (L) × 126mm (W) × 1512mm
(H) - Single gate
1 lane / 2 lanes / 3 lanes 

Our Pick and Go Security gate is a
library security hardware device
embedded with self check out feature
target to digital transform traditional
school libraries into total self service
libraries.

Create a self service library
environment
User friendly experience
Fast check out speed



We custom design for all clients to match with their own designated theme or
colors

Simulation Diagram

Students pick up and leave with the book(s) (up to 5)
Carry the book(s) (in hands, not in a bag) and walk through the security
gate. He stopped by and scan his library card , waited for the books to be
detected.
Finished borrowed and voice promp will notify the student to leave 
CCTV installed on ceiling to track if any students have left without
borrowing

User Experience: 

Security Gate Panel UI: 
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